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Ohio Nurse Practitioner Accepting Reservations for Travel through the Human Body. 
 

Bouncing off fat tissue, zipping along a nerve highway, and falling into an oily sebaceous gland, are all 

part of the adventures guided by Malcolm Finney, Medical Detective, the protagonist of a new children’s 

health series. 

 

As penned by Author and Medina, Ohio Nurse Practitioner Erika Kimble, readers are taken through 

bodily journeys to discover clues for solving the health dilemmas of Malcolm’s peers. As a medical detective, 

Malcolm unravels cases through questioning, examination, and then use of “The Mad Scientists Laboratory.” 

Within the walls of this laboratory Malcolm utilizes Intelli-Goo and lasers to replicate a 3-D version of human 

organs, complete with voice-activated animation of cells. 

 

As a scientifically curious kid being raised in Northeast Ohio, Erika could have only dreamed of such a 

book to learn about the amazing human body. However, a childhood pension for the written arts also fueled a 

life-long love for writing. 

 

Fast forward into her college years and those passions never wavered. With a scholarship to The 

Ohio State University, she earned a Bachelor’s in Nursing and worked for several years in a Neonatal 

Intensive Care Unit. She then obtained a Masters in Family Practice as a Nurse Practitioner, as well as, a 

Masters in Journalism and Communications. Erika hoped one day she would be able to combine her love for 

writing and medicine, in a manner which she could benefit the world around her. Under the direction of 

Bandages & Boo-Boos Press, this book series accomplishes that goal.  

 

As a currently practicing dermatology NP, she believes her first book in this series will be helpful for 

not only her own patients, but their friends, classmates, family members, or other children to learn about this 

condition. As a creative non-fiction piece, she hopes to allure the imagination of children while 

simultaneously educating her readers. 

 

According to Mrs. Kimble, “Although it does not herald acknowledgement as one of the eight great 

wonders of the world, the magnificence of the human body is a spectacle in its own right. It is the most perfect 

and complex machine ever created. Yet, its function and dysfunction is one of the most mysterious puzzles 

that medical scientists hope to fully unravel. If the greatest of minds have difficulty explaining the body’s 

functioning, imagine discussing a newly diagnosed illness to a child. For children who suffer from disease or 

those who are merely destined to be medical detectives, this series represents a fun, yet, educational resource 

for learning and understanding concepts in health science.”  

 

 Reserve your ticket towards an exciting anatomical adventure as Bandages & Boo-Boos Press 

launches Malcolm Finney, Medical Detective: The Case of Itch and Rash, available on 

www.bandagesandbooboos.com (under construction). A portion of proceeds obtained from launch day sales 

on August 25, 2012 purchased at Visible Voice Books in Tremont or the press website, will benefit the 

National Eczema Association (NEA). Books purchases may also be donated to NEA.  


